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The expectation is that you complete 10 activities over the fortnight. Work across the grid from left to right, completing activities in order.
This week we will be learning to:
• Identify materials that are light or heavy.
• Recognise and describe the element of chance in everyday events.
• Add and subtract numbers in our head (1-13).
• Multiply two numbers between 1 and 10.
• Use two numbers and a variety of operations (+, -, and x) to make an algorithm that equals 10.
• Collect and represent simple data.
• Correctly represent data in column graphs.
• Use a number line to find groups of tens.
• Use a 100’s square to take 10 away from a given number.

• Each day you should be attempting 1 activity.
Activities with a P are Must Do tasks. These are to be submitted
for feedback from teachers. You need to upload your P task on
Seesaw and return the paper /home learning book copy of the task
to the school when requested by your teacher.

Activities
1. Chance
Chance is a part of our everyday lives
through the things we do and see. Some
things will happen. Some things won’t
happen and some things might happen.
Task
Complete stencil 1 on chance. Read each
question carefully and think about if the
event will happen, won’t happen or might
happen. Finish the task by colouring the
pictures.
CHALLENGE
Can you name 5 things you might do during
a normal school day. Write these in your
workbook.
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2. It’s Impossible!

3. Chance

4. What Is The Chance Today?

Task
Sometimes the chance of an event
happening is 0 so we describe this
as impossible. Think of 5 events
that would be impossible and write
them in your workbook.

Task
Complete stencil 3 on chance. It is very
similar to the activity you completed in
activity 1. Remember to read each
question carefully and think about if the
event will happen, won’t happen or might
happen. Finish the task by colouring the
pictures.

MUST DO P

Example
It is impossible that it will rain
spaghetti and meatballs today.
CHALLENGE
Can you think of 5 things that are
certain to happen.
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CHALLENGE
What are some things that are certain
and will happen? Think of 5 events that
will happen and write them in your
workbook. E.g. I will drink water today.
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Task
Think about your day today, what will you do?
What might you do? What won’t you do?
Write 3 ideas for each in your workbook.
Example
Refer to the WAGOLL found at the end of the
grid booklet.
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5. Which doesn’t belong?
Task
Look at the image of shapes.
Collaborate with your family, friends or
classmates to discuss and record, which
one doesn’t belong with this collection?
CHALLENGE
Can you write 1 or 2 sentences that support
why another domino doesn’t belong?
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6. Addition Skirmish

You need
1 deck of cards
Jack will equal 11
Queen will equal 12
King will equal 13
Ace will equal 1
Pen/pencil and paper to score
Someone to play with (more than
one if you like)
Task
Shuffle Cards and then share out
evenly. Each player has their pile
of cards face down in front of
them.
At the same time, each player
turns over 2 cards and puts them
side by side. Add them up in your
head. The player with the highest
number wins. Place one tally mark
for the winner on the score sheet.
Repeat until all the cards have
been used.
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7. Multiplication Skirmish
You need
1 deck of cards
Pen/pencil and paper to score
Someone to play with (more than one if
you like)
Task
Remove the Jacks, Queens, and Kings
from the deck. Just use the numbers 110. The Ace card will represent 1.
Play this game with the same rules as
Addition Skirmish but try to multiply the
numbers in your head. If you can’t, use a
pencil and paper to draw groups.
Practise with just 2 cards.

8. Subtraction Skirmish
You need
1 deck of cards
Jack will equal 11
Queen will equal 12
King will equal 13
Ace will equal 1
Pen/pencil and paper to score
Someone to play with (more than one if you
like)
Task
Start with the cards 1-10 and play with the
same rules as Addition Skirmish. This time
you must put the larger card on the left and
take away the card on the right. This time the
player with the lowest total wins. If you end up
with 0 (e.g., 5-5=0) you score a bonus point.
Keep playing until no cards remain.
CHALLENGE
Add the Jack (11), Queen (12) and King (13)
and play again.

CHALLENGE
Turn over 3 cards each time or
maybe even 4.
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9. The Bonds Game

10. Data Blitz

11. Data Quiz

You need
1 deck of cards
Jack will equal 11
Queen will equal 12
King will equal 13
Ace will equal 1
Pen/pencil and paper to score
Someone to play with (more than one if you
like)

MUST DO P

Task
Using stencil 11, answer the questions
about 6K in lead pencil and use coloured
pencils for the circles. Remember to
colour from left to right.

Task
Shuffle the cards.
Lay all the cards out, face down on a table
(like Memory)
The first player turns over 2 cards. If you
can use addition, subtraction, or
multiplication to make a total 10 with your
cards you can keep the cards and have
another turn. If you can’t make 10, turn the
cards face down and the next player has a
turn.
Repeat until there are no cards remaining or
you are unable to make 10 with what is left.
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Task
Complete the Data Quiz stencil.
Use lead pencil for the tally marks
and coloured pencil for the circles.
Remember to colour from the
bottom up.
CHALLENGE
What would you like to have as an
end of year treat?

12. Searching For 10’s

Task
Complete the searching for 10’s stencil.
Remember to use the number line to help if
you need it. You are trying to make groups of
10 to make the adding up easier. Use stencil
12 for this activity.

CHALLENGE
How many children in class 6K?
Label the parts of the graph. [Heading,
Tally marks ].
Which is your favourite activity playing in
the playground, watching TV, playing
sports, reading or cooking? Write 2
complete sentences telling me why this is
your favourite activity.
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13. Take 10

14. Subtract This

15. Memory

16. Heavy or Light?

Task
Complete stencil 13 on the activity Take 10,
remember to use the hundreds square.

Task
Make and answer 10 of your own
takeaway questions. Remember to
use the hundreds square from
Activity 13 to help you.

Task
Use the pack of cards to play a game of
Memory. Use a table or the floor to lay
the cards out in a rectangle. (7 rows of 7
plus a short row of 3 works well)
Place all the cards face down. Take turns
to turn 2 over. If they match you keep the
cards and have another turn. If they don’t
match place them back in their spots
face down. Repeat until there are no
cards left.
CHALLENGE
Add up your cards that matched. What is
your total?
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Task
When we measure the mass of objects we
describe them as ‘heavy’ or ‘light’. Using
stencil 16, find the heaviest animal on the
seesaw and colour it in.
CHALLENGE
Identify 10 items in your house or backyard
and classify them as heavy or light.
Example:
Bed = heavy
Pencil = light
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17. Heavier Than, Lighter Than
Task
When we compare the mass between
different objects we use the words ‘heavier
than’ or ‘lighter than’. Using stencil 17,
compare the mass of the objects and find
objects heavier or lighter than the picture.
CHALLENGE
Find 5 objects that are heavier than and
lighter than your shoe. You might find these
objects inside or in your backyard.
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18. Weigh This!

Task
Sometimes to measure the weight
of an item we have to use our
hands. Find an item in your house
that you can hold in one hand.
Find 3 items that are a similar size
and weigh them in your other
hand. Are they lighter or heavier?
Record your findings in your
workbook.
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19. Balancing Act.

20. Compare the mass
Task
Using stencil 20, count the blocks to find the
mass of each item. Answer the questions at
the bottom using full sentences (capital
letters, punctuation and appropriate spacing).

Task
Using stencil 19, create a number
sentence that will equal the same
amount so the scale is even.
CHALLENGE
How many number sentences can you
think of for each scale?

CHALLENGE
Can you think of something that would weigh
the same as each item? Record your answers
in your workbook.

Example
My item is an apple. I found that
an orange, a water bottle and a
plate were heavier than the apple.
I found that car keys, a tv remote
and tennis ball is lighter than the
apple.
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Stencil 1:
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Stencil 3:
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Stencil 5:
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Stencil 10
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Stencil 11
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Stencil 12
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Stencil 13
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Stencil 16
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Stencil 17
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Stencil 19
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ACTIVITY FOUR WAGOLL
We Are Learning To (WALT): Recognise and describe the element of chance in everyday events
What I am Looking For (WILF): Use events from everyday situations to describe chance using the words: will happen, might happen and won’t
happen.
Your Task: Think about your day today, what will you do? What might you do? What won’t you do? Write 2 ideas for each in your workbook.

Task Support:
I will drink water, play with my dog and sleep in my room.
I might watch a movie, read a book and go for a run.
I won’t fly a plane, eat 5 apples or buy a dinosaur today.
The student can….
0 Not Observed
Use the chance
vocabulary (will, might,
won’t) appropriately
Identify everyday events
that will happen
Identify everyday events
that might happen
Write using full sentences
(capital letters, punctuation
and appropriate spacing)
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2 Basic
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